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Abstrat
Comparing quantities to analyze harged utuations in heavy ion experiments the dis-
persion of the harges in a entral rapidity box was found to be best suited. Various energies
and dierent nulear sizes are onsidered in an expliit Dual-Parton-Model alulation us-
ing the DPMJET ode and a randomized modiation to simulated harge equilibrium. For
large enough detetion regions harged partile utuations an provide a signal of the basi
dynamis of heavy ion proesses.
1 Charge Flutuations in Fixed Target Hadron-Hadron Experiments
Let us look for a moment bak to the analysis of purely hadroni multi-partile prodution. At
xed target experiments it was possible to measure the harges of all forward partiles. In this
way signiant results ould be obtained with low energies available at the seventies [1, 2, 3, 4, 5℄:
• The harge utuations found involve mostly a restrited rapidity range.
• Good agreement was obtained with luster models.
The Quigg-Thomas relation [6, 7℄ (assuming neutral lusters) for utuation aross a rapidity y boundary
< δQ2>y >=< (Q>y− < Q>y >)
2 >= c · dNnon leadingcharge /dy (1)
was found to be roughly satised [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17℄. To illustrate, how early this
relation was usefull we onsider 24 GeV proton proton sattering data. Taking the rapidity of the
forward-bakward border as variable the data ould be presented as in gure 1 [2℄. The top and bottom
lines and points orrespond to with and without orreting for the leading harges. The lines orrespond
to suitably normalised spetrum.
The agreement ould be improved when string type qq¯ -harge exhanges between the lusters were
added [8℄. Suh exhanges appear in a large lass of models. Using the Dual Parton Model ode
DPMJET we re-heked the old results. For pp-sattering at laboratory energies of 205 GeV good
agreement was still obtained. The Quigg-Thomas relation is satised with c = 0.70 omparing to the
experimentally preferred value: c = 0.72.
2 Charge Flutuations in Heavy-Ion Sattering Experiments
In heavy ion sattering it is a entral question whether the harges are distributed just randomly or
whether there is some of the initial dynamis left inuening the global ow of quantum numbers.
The harge ow measurements ould again be deisive. It is not an impratial onjeture. In
heavy ion experiments the harge distribution of the partile ontained in a entral box with a
given rapidity range [−ymax.,+ymax.] as shown in gure 2 an be measured and the dispersion of
∗
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Figure 1: The measured dispersion (+) and the produed harge dispersion (*), whih is orreted
for leading harge ow, is ompared with the suitably normalized negative (produed) partile
spetrum at 24 GeV/.
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Figure 2: Kinemati region of the entral box
this distribution < δQ2 > an be obtained to suient auray. For suiently large gaps this
quantity ontains information about long range harge ow. In omparison to the utuations in
the forward bakward harge distributions the harge distribution into a entral box (having two
borders) an be expeted to require roughly twie the rapidity range.
3 Equilibrium Expetations
Within the framework of equilibrium models it was proposed to use the quantity to distinguish
between partiles emerging from an equilibrium quark-gluon gas or from an equilibrium hadron
gas [18, 19, 20℄. For a small enough box in a entral region at high energies where average harge
ow an be ignored, the (essentially) poisson distributed hadron gas yields a simple relation
< δQ2 >=< Ncharged > . (2)
for any thermalised partiles with harges 0 and ±1. The inlusion of resonanes redues hadron
gas predition by a signiant fator taken [19, 21℄ to be around 0.7.
It is argued in the ited papers that this relation would hange in a quark gluon gas to
< δQ2 >=
∑
i
q2i < Ni >= 0.19 < Ncharged > (3)
where qi are the harges of the various quark speies and where again a entral region is onsidered.
The oeient on the right was alulated [19℄ with suitable assumptions. A largely empirial nal
harged multipliity Ncharged =
2
3
(Nglue + 1.2Nquark + 1.2Nantiquark) was used.
It should be pointed out that the estimate is not without theoretial problems [22, 23℄. There
is also a number of systemati unertainties in the above omparison. As explained below in a
simple approximation the result strongly depends on what one takes as primordial partiles and
how the extra quarks needed for hadronization are modelled. Considering these unertainties we
follow the onlusion of Fiaªkowski's papers [24℄ that a lear ut distintion between the hadron-
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and the quark gluon gas is rather unlikely. This does not eliminate the interest in the dispersion
as a measure of equilibration.
4 Various Measures for Charge Flutuations
For the analysis of the harge struture several quantities were disussed in the reent literature.
Besides the lassi harge dispersion
< δQ2 >=< (Q− < Q >)2 > (4)
it was proposed to just measure the mean standard deviation of the ratio R of positive to negative
partiles
< δR2 >=<
(
N+
N
−
− < N+
N
−
>
)2
> (5)
or the quantity F
< δF 2 >=<
(
Q
Ncharged
− < Q
Ncharged
>
)2
> (6)
where Q = N+ − N− is the harge in the box. The motivation for hoosing these ratios was to
redue the dependene of multipliity utuations aused by the event struture.
5 Evaluation of the measures
In the region of interest for large nulei at high energies and strong entrality the harge ompo-
nent of the utuations dominates. In these region all measures are simply onneted by the following
relations [19℄:
< Ncharged >< δR
2 >= 4 < Ncharged >< δF
2 >= 4 · < δQ
2 >
< Ncharged >
. (7)
and the question of the optimal quantity is somewhat esoteri. To show this statement all three
quantities were alulated in the Dual Parton model implementation DPMJET [25℄ shown in
gure 3.
For the most entral 5% Pb-Pb sattering at LHC energies (
√
s = 6000 A GeV) there is indeed a
perfet agreement between all three quantities as shown in the gure. This agreement stays true
for analogous Pb-Pb data at RHIC energies (
√
s = 200 A GeV) .
Outside the region of interest - i.e. in the region of lower partile densities - the onventional
dispersion, < δQ >, has lear advantages. The alternatives are not suitable for small ∆y boxes in
less dense events,
• as if no partile in the orresponding box exists in rare events 0/0 or ∞ is undened and
• as if one somehow xes the problem (e.g. by not onsidering problemati events) their mutual
relation is destroyed. For the minimum bias S-S sattering at these energies the agreement
is lost and the new measures behave rather errati [26℄ . The same errati behavior for the
new measures is found for the proton-proton ase (gure 4).
As any onlusion will have to depend on a omparison of entral proesses with minimum bias
and proton-proton events, there is a lear advantage to stik to the dispersion of the net harge
distribution < δQ2 >1 .
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New RHIC data of the PHENIX ollaboration [27℄ whih appeared after the talk resp. paper[28℄ onrm the
problem with < δR2 > whih does not appear for < δQ2 >. Equation 7 does not hold in their ase as a restrited
azimuthal range was onsidered eetively reduing the density. For the measured very narrow rapidity range the
data are essentially onsistent with (hadroni) statistial utuations.
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Figure 3: Charge utuations for the most entral 5% Pb-Pb sattering at RHIC energies (
√
s =
200 A GeV and at LHC energies (
√
s = 6000 A GeV). Also shown are orresponding data for p-p
sattering
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Figure 4: Charge utuations for minimum bias pp sattering at SPS, RHIC and LHC energies
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Figure 5: Example of a quark line graph
6 A Simple Relation between the Quark Line Struture and Flutua-
tions in the Charge Flow
To visualize the meaning of harge ow measurements it is helpful to introdue a general fator-
ization hypothesis. It postulates that the light avor struture of an arbitrary hadroni amplitude
an be desribed simply by an overall fator, in whih the ontribution from individual quark lines
fatorize. It is for most purposes (whih onsider long range utuations) an adequate approxi-
mation.
The hypothesis an be used to obtain the following generalization of the Quigg-Thomas rela-
tion [29, 30, 8℄. It states that the orrelation of the harges Q(y1) and Q(y2), whih are exhanged
during the sattering proess aross two kinemati boundaries, is just
< δQ(y1) · δQ(y2) >= ncommon lines < δq
2 > . (8)
• where the harges δQ(yi) = Q(yi)− < Q(yi) > were exhanged aross two kinemati boundaries
y1 & y2,
• where q is the harge of the quark on suh a line. Values < δq2 >=< (q− < q >)2 = 0.22 · · · 0.25
are obtained, and
• where ncommon lines ounts the number of quark lines interseting both borders, as illustrated in the
simple example given in gure 5:
Most observables of harge utuations an be expressed using this basi orrelation. Our utua-
tion of the harges within a [−ymax.,+ymax.] box ontains a ombination of three suh orrelations.
A simple summation yields:
< δQ[box]2 >= nlines entering box < (q− < q >)2 (9)
where nlines entering box is the number of quark lines entering the box.
7 Charge Flutuations in Equilibrium Models
Let us use this relation to onsider the predition in more detail. In the thermalized limit with an
innite reservoir outside and a nite number of quarks inside, all quark inside will onnet with
quark lines to the outside as shown in gure 6. The dispersion of the harge transfer is therefore
proportional to the total number of quarks or partiles inside.
In an hadron gas all partiles ontain two independent quarks eah ontributing to the
utuation with roughly 1/4 yielding the estimate 1/2 as required by equation 2 . In the fatorizing
limit mesons have a 50% hane to be harged; possible baryon ontribution require only a minor
orretion.
For the quark gluon gas ignoring hadronization one obtains one quark harge utuation 1/4
for eah harged parton. Equation 2 is drastially hanged by a fator of 4. It is, however, not
easy for this predition to survive hadronization. If hadronization would just group initial partons
into hadrons, the fatorizing hadron gas desription would stay ompletely unhanged. For the
redution it is essential to have only a single quark line ontributing to the utuation. Only one
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Figure 6: Quark lines entering the box in the thermodynami limit
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Figure 7: Quark lines entering the box with loal ompensation of harge
quark of eah hadron has to originate in the primary partoni proess and the other quark has to
originate in loal utuations and has not to ontribute. The mehanism requires a suiently
large box so that short range orrelation an be avoided.
8 The expanding Box
Let us rst onsider the limit of a tiny box. Looking only at the rst order in ∆y one trivially
obtains in any model
< δQ2 > / < Ncharged >= 1 (10)
whih orresponds to the hadron gas value. If the box size inreases to one or two units of rapidity
on eah side this ratio will typially derease, as most models ontain a short range omponent
in the harge utuations. The dereasing is not very distintive. In hadron hadron sattering
proesses suh short range orrelations are known to play a signiant role and there is no reason
not to expet suh orrelations for the heavy ion ase.
After a box size passed the short range the deisive region starts. In all global equilibrium
models [18, 20, 19℄ the ratio will have to reah now a at value. The only orretion omes from
overall harge onservation. If the box involves a signiant part of the total rapidity, it will fore
the ratio to drop by a orretion fator
factor =
(∫ Ykin.max.
ymax.
ρnewchargedy
)
/
(∫ Ykin.max.
0
ρnewchargedy
)
∝ 1− ymax./Ykin.max. (11)
.
9 Charge Flutuations in String Models
This atness is not expeted in string models and numerial alulations indiate a manifestly
dierent behavior. Only quark lines whih interset boundaries and whih ontribute to the
harge measure have to be onsidered. String models ontain loal ompensation of harge. Only
ontributions of lines originating around the boundaries (as illustrated in the gure 7) will appear.
If the distane is larger than the range of harge ompensation the dispersion will no longer
inrease with the box size. The total ontribution will now be just proportional to the density of
the partiles at the boundaries :
< δQ2 >∝ ρcharged(ymax.). (12)
It now just ounts the number of strings.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the dispersion of the harge distribution with the density on the boundary
of the onsidered box for entral gold gold resp. lead lead sattering at RHIC and LHC energies.
This resulting saling is illustrated in a omparison between both quantities in (12). Shown
in gure 8 are the preditions of the Dual Parton model implementation DPMJET [25℄ for RHIC
and LHC energies. The agreement is omparable to the proton-proton ase shown in gure 9. The
proportionality is expeted to hold for a gap with roughly
1
2
δy > 1 as for smaller boxes some of the
quark lines interset both boundaries. For large rapidity sizes there is a minor inrease from the
leading harge ow QL originating in the inoming partiles. In a more areful onsideration [8℄
one an subtrat this ontribution
< δQ2 >leading charge migration=< QL > (1− < QL >) (13)
and onentrate truly on the utuation.
A rough estimate of the relative size - with a width of neighboring string break ups and a width
from resonane deays - leads to onsistent values [28℄.
10 Bleiher, Jeon, Koh's observation
In a reent publiation Bleiher, Jeon, Koh [21℄ showed:
• The overall harge onservation annot be ignored at SPS energies
• It obliviates in this energy range the distintion between even the most extreme models
inluding string models and statistial models with hadroni equilibrium.
They showed that their string model predition
2
oinides with the expetation of a statistial
model of hadrons. Our string model DPMJET supports this onlusion for the SPS energy range
as it also obtains utuations onsistend with the statistial expetation.
2
In the energy above
√
s = 5 GeV their UrQMD ode is desribed [31℄ to be dominated by string fragmentation.
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Figure 9: Comparison of the dispersion of the harge distribution with the density on the boundary
of the onsidered box for proton-proton sattering at RHIC and LHC energies.
While forward-bakward hemisphere harge utuations were meaningful in the FNAL-SPS
energy region, the utuations of harges into a entral box ontain two borders and require a
orrespondingly doubled rapidity range. Unfortunately this means a lot in energies. They are not
available at SPS energies.
11 A referene model with statistial utuation
It was argued [21℄ that the experimental results should be "puried" to aount for harge on-
servation. We basially aggree with suh a orretion. Given the unertainites the orretion
obviously has to stay on the modelling side.
To obtain suh a referene model we randomize harges a posteriori. To aurately onserve
energy and momentum it was done separately for pions, kaons and nuleons
3
. Using DTMJET
events for RHIC and LHC energies for proton-proton and entral lead-lead ollisions we obtain
the statistial predition shown in gure 10.
To hek onsisteny we employed the orretion fator proposed by [21℄
1−
∫ ymax.
0
ρcharge dy/
∫ Ykin.max.
0
ρcharge dy
and indeed obtained the at distribution with the expeted hadron gas value.
12 String model versus randomized hadron gas
Taking the DPMJET string model and the randomized hadron gas version as extreme ases (with
the parton gas somewhere in between) we an investigate the deisive power of the measure. As
shown in gure 11 we nd that there is a measurable distintion at RHIC energies and sizable at
LHC energies.
3
Obviously, the method an also be diretly applied to experimental data, at least in a simplied way.
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Figure 10: Charge utuations with a posteriori randomized harges for p-p sattering and the
most entral 5% in Pb-Pb sattering at RHIC energies (
√
s = 200 A GeV) and at LHC energies
(
√
s = 6000 A GeV). The results are also shown with a orretion fator to aount for the overall
harge onservation.
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Figure 11: Comparison of the harge utuations obtained in a string model DPMJET with a
model using a posteriori randomized harges for p-p sattering and the most entral 5% in Pb-Pb
sattering at RHIC energies (
√
s = 200 A GeV) and at LHC energies (
√
s = 6000 A GeV).
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Figure 12: The b dependene of the harge utuations obtained in a string model DPMJET for
p-p sattering and the most entral 5% in Pb-Pb sattering at RHIC energies (
√
s = 200 A GeV).
The similarity of p-p and Pb-Pb sattering is not surprising. The distintion between both
ases is expeted from the dierene in olletive eets. The data for p-p sattering are known to
follow the string models, while interation of omovers, or medium range or omplete equilibrium
will move the urve upward to a more statistial situation. These eets are presently outside of the
model. A measured harge orrelation between both extremes will diretly reet the underlying
new physis.
13 The b dependene of the harge utuations
A similar result is obtained when the dependene on the entrality is studied. Without olletive
eets no suh dependene is expeted as observed in the model alulation shown in gure 12 (b is
the impat parameter). This experimentally measurable entrality dependene allows to diretly
observe olletive eets without referene to model alulations and underlying onepts.
Conlusion
In the paper we demonstrated that the dispersion of the harge distribution in a entral box of
varying size is an extremely powerful measure.
Within the string model alulation the dispersion seen in relation to the spetra shows no
dierene between simple proton-proton sattering and entral lead lead sattering even though
both quantities hange roughly by a fator of 400.
The dispersion allows to learly distinguish between onventional string models and hadroni
thermal models for a rapidity range whih ould be available at RHIC energies. In many models
the truth is expeted to lie somewhere in between and it is a reasonable expextation that the
situation an be positioned in a quantitative way.
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